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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

Hi Everyone, 
 
 I am writing this report the day after the Presentation Lunch at Crystal Brook.  I 
cannot think of a better occasion to have finished off a challenging year, with an excellent 
meal provided by the local RSL volunteers, the presenting of the Club Awards and finally 
the presentation of NARC’s first Life Memberships to Pat, Graham and Merv.  What a day!  
It was good to also see some of the Club’s older stalwarts from the past in attendance.  
The proposed amendments to our Constitution are now before the relevant Departmental 
people and I am hoping for a positive notification from them very shortly.  We can then 
proceed to have another enjoyable day with the Kapunda Chapter to honour Ross, Dale 
and Malcolm. 
 
 Another event that I thought was very successful was the President’s Run on 
November 7th.  Just over 40 attended and morning tea was supplied at Wandearah by the 
Broughton Plains Heritage Society - a small group who are doing a lot to display the 
farming machinery of the past at the old oval, clubrooms and in their new purpose-built 
shed. 
 
 It was then on to Dave Kent’s and Liz Martin’s “Stories from the Road” Museum at 
Port Pirie for a marvellous barbecue lunch and a look around the many displays of 
anything and everything in the sheds which included household memorabilia as well as 
trucks, buses, etc. 
 
 Looking forward, things will commence again in January with the Film Showing at 
the Blyth Cinema on Thursday, January 13th.  Ian Roberts has again offered us the choice 
of an afternoon matinee, 6pm tea and then an evening session.  This proved popular last 
year and I urge you all to take advantage of this generous offer and support Ian and come 
and see his new renovations.  There will be no charge for the meal as it is provided by the 
Club.  Please let Moranne know if you are coming by January 9th at the latest to help with 
the catering. 
 
 Another event to keep in mind for next year is the Show ‘N’ Shine and Clare Valley 
Run next March.  Trevor and his helpers are currently assessing different ideas and 
options and, if Covid leaves us alone, I think it will be another great event for our Club. 
 
 Thank you for the different ways that you have supported the Club over the last 
twelve months and Dianne and I wish you all a safe, happy and enjoyable holiday period. 
 
May you be richly blessed. 
 
Graham Correll 
 
New Members 
NARC would like to welcome new members : 
Justin Webster from Burra 
Jack May from Clare who has a 1984 Ford Falcon XF 
Nick Correll from Kadina 
Shane Carty from Price 
 
 
FRONT COVER  
Porsche 356A belonging to Winston Francis See story Page 9 
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January 13th  January 13th:     Blyth Film Night.  Tea provided at 6.00pm. 
   Film Two Sessions – 4 o’clock and 7.30pm. 
   Please advise Moranne 8825 3766, 0428 253 766 , coomo@bigpond.com 
   by January 6th  which sessions you wish to attend. 
   Help will be appreciated to set up the Hall. 
 
February  3rd   Deadline for Con-Rod submissions 
 
  10th  Meeting Clare. 8.00pm – Workshop Night, Goode Restorations 60 New Rd 
    Jim Puust will talk about Wurth products 
 
March  10th  General Meeting – Port Pirie at 8.00pm. Talk from Shannons Insurance. 
 
  19th  Clare Valley Cruise 
  20th  Show ’n’ Shine Clare 
  27th   Booleroo Steam Rally.    NARC to display vehicles 
 
April   2nd  Laura Fair  Narc to display vehicles. 
 

  7th   General Meeting – Port Broughton Golf Club 8.00pm 
   NOTE EARLIER DATE TO AVOID EASTER 
 
May   12th  General Meeting Port Broughton Golf Club 8.00pm 
 
  15th  Farm Shed visit. 
June  2nd  Deadline for Con-Rod submissions 
 
  9th  General Meeting – Port Broughton at 8.00pm 
 
  TBA Mid week run to Bundaleer Reservoir and forest. 
 
July  14th  A.G.M., Port Broughton Golf Club 8.00pm. May be changed to a Sunday  
    afternoon at a different location 
  TBA Mid-week run to Beetaloo Reservoir 
 
August  4th     Deadline for Con-Rod submissions 
 
  11th  General Meeting Port Broughton Golf Club 8.00pm. 
 
September 8th  General Meeting Port Broughton Golf Club 8.00pm 
  
   Swap Meets 
 
January   16th HAHNDORF at Oval. Traders: $20 6am Buyers: $5 8am, Children Free 
   Michael Byrnes 0437 162 846. 
   
February 20th  MURRAY BRIDGE at Showgrounds. Gates open 6am 
.    $5 Entry per person Buyers and Sellers Children under 14 free   
   John Whimpress 0428132889 
 
March       6th   ROD AND CUSTOM Kilburn Oval - Lionel Ave. Blair Athol 
   Buyers 7am $5 children Free Sellers Site $20.00  including driver 
   Scott McLay 0412 555 723 

mailto:coomo@bigpond.com
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Other Events of Interest 
 
 
January 15&16  Milang ‘Yesterday’s Power Rally’   at the oval. 
 
      16th  ALL HOLDEN DAY 9am to 4pm Wigley Reserve Glenelg 
   $15 per car spectators free. Roger 0419 730 177 Richard 0432 505 997 
 
 
February  13th  CORVETTE ROCK THE BAY Wigley Reserve, Glenelg, $5 (pay on the day) if 
   you pre-register. www.corvetteclubofsouthaustralia.com.au. Not pre - registered, 
   $10 Vehicles arrive 8:30am - 9.45am.  
 
        13th  ALL BRITISH DAY Echunga Oval 10:30am - 03:00pm From $ 5 to $ 10 
              Family Pass $25.00 5 years and under free  www.allbritishday.com 
   0408 846 323 info@allbritishday.com 
 
       20th   ALL AMERICAN DAY Gleneagles Reserve Ailsa Avenue Seaton -   
   Adrian Cowie 08 8264 9556 
 
March     27th   ALL CHRSYLER DAY Gaza Sports Centre 232 North East Road, Klemzig 
   The Chrysler Car Club Of South Australia  website   
 
April          1st    MUSCLE CAR RALLY FINISH LINE.Friday  at 9:00am - 12:00pm  Wigley 
   Reserve Glenelg FREE Annie Mates  0488 055034 annie@varietysa.org.au 
 
         3rd  McLaren Vale Vintage & Classic Vehicle registrations $30 per vehicle.  
   Claudia 0401 855 042  claudia@bppr.com.au 
 
 
For more information on most of above… www.bevenyoung.com.au   swap meet 
 

 

www.corvetteclubofsouthaustralia.com.au
www.allbritishday.com
mailto:info@allbritishday.com
mailto:annie@varietysa.org.au
mailto:claudia@bppr.com.au
www.bevenyoung.com.au
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FROM THE KAPUNDA CHAPTER 

 
             Chairperson               Richard Lang          0423 524 481 

             Vice Chairperson       Barry Rowett 0438 968 537 

             Secretary                   Malcolm Johncock  0490 672 237 

             Treasurer.                  Irene Woodcock.      0400 294 521 

             Property Officer         Trish Evans 

   Vehicle Inspector       Geoff Rowett 0409 457 631 

             Auditor                       Dianne Palamountain 

 
KAPUNDA CHAPTER CALENDAR 

 
 
DECEMBER 2021.  NO EVENTS OR MEETINGS 
 
JANUARY 2022 
 
FRIDAY 21st.  Meeting at Lutheran Hall @ 7.30 p.m. 
 
WEDNESDAY 26th. Australia Day.  Swan Reach Run.   Leave Hill St @ 9 a.m.    Meet Swan  
   Reach Picnic Reserve @ 10.30 a.m.  Enter over little bridge at the end of  
   the street.    Turn right off ferry past Caravan Park and Bowls Club 
              Visiting.    Mid Murray Classic Car Gallery,   Swan Reach Museum.  
   Craft shop.  (Nominal entry charges) 
                           CRUISE @ 2.00 p.m. to Big Bend, past caves, swamps and creeks etc.     
   Cruise $15 Bookings essential.  Phone  0490 672 237.    BBQ lunch $5 on  
   Foreshore.   If a fire ban day it will be a BYO Picnic as no gas BBQ will be  
   allowed and we cannot guarantee getting a resident electric BBQ.   If it is a  
   Boy do not rely on the local shop as it is a holiday.    
   The MURRAY PRINCESS will be docking that day. 
 
FEBRUARY 2022.   
 
Saturday 19th Feb Twilight Run  . Meet Hill Street 5 p.m. Point Pass Hotel @ 6 p.m. for  
   evening meal.   Fish and chips $19. Chicken or beef Schnitzel $18  
    Toppings extra $2 - $6. 
 
FEBRUARY 25th Meeting Lutheran Hall @ 7.30 p.m.           
 
 
 
 The KAPUNDA CHAPTER members send their sincere sympathies to Brian 
Haines who lost his much loved wife DEANNA after a battle with cancer.   
DEANNA and BRIAN had moved from Kapunda but Deanna is remembered as a 
loved and active member of our group and is sadly missed.  
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  Anything on wheels 

The Kapunda chapter organised this run on                Heavy entry from Balaklava 
Sunday October 31 from Kapunda, up to Eudunda           Ashley & Kevin Julian’s Volvo F7 
across to Marrabel. Then down to Hamilton for a 
BBQ lunch and return to Kapunda. 
     After arriving at Kapunda there was a 
choice of activities :- A guided tour of Kapunda’s 
award winning murals, the comprehensive museum, 
the Rotary art exhibition and the art gallery were the 
more organised events to choose from. 
 There was a good selection of entrants from 
as far afield as Port Lincoln with the Cadillac Club 
supporting the event as a club. 
 The drive through the rolling countryside 
looking its best at this time of the year was 
complemented by all sealed roads and an 
enjoyable lunch catered for by the Hamilton 
Tennis club in the superb facilities of the Gill 
Park. 
 A very enjoyable day and an event 
worth developing. 
 
Malcolm Johncock 
 
 
        Lunch at Hamilton overflowed onto the verandah 
           Dale (with hat) and Dianne Palamountain  
          with Richard Lang 
 
Xmas lunch at Greenock Tavern Kapunda Chapter  
 
Sunday 28 Nov 2021 
 
A good roll up attended our Xmas dinner at the 
Greenock Tavern. The meal was excellent in a 
convivial atmosphere 
A thoroughly enjoyable day 
Malcolm Johncock  
  

    Geoff Rowett, Dennis and Rosemary 
Schulz 
 
 
 
Tim Sunman, Tony Lies 
Dale Palamountain 
and Moranne Coombs 
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President’s Run    7/11/21 

Arriving at Wandearah 
 
Alan Pitchers’ Chrysler Wayfarer 
ute and Beyer’s 1947 Triumph 
 
 
 
Below .. Rohan Benever’s Dodge 
and Porter’s 1949 Chevrolet 

 

Above photos by Jack Keain  
 
At Port Pirie’s “Stories from the 
Road” Museum 
 
 
Ian Radford, Roger Boehm, 
Pauleen Thomas, Tina 
Radford & Paul Wilson 
 
 
 

 
 
Pam Stringer, Ken Porter, Kelvin Stringer & Jan 
Porter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
                Dave Walsh, Fran Birrell & Helen Walsh  
 
 
Keith & June Napper with Pam Menadue and 
Sharon Miller 
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Presentation Lunch Crystal Brook RSL, 5/12/21 
 
LIFE MEMBER PRESENTATIONS 

Our Patron Ivan Venning thoroughly enjoyed presenting the Life Membership badges and 
certificates to the worthy recipients Pat Fiedler, Merv Robinson and graham Goode. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Graham Goode, President Graham Correll, Pat Fiedler and Merv Robinson  
 
 
ANNUAL AWARDS PRESENTATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Award recipients : Roger Boehm (Patron’s award), John Birrell (attendance), Trevor 
Naismith (Editor’s choice), Graham Correll (Most used 1951-70), Merv Robinson (31-51) 
and Paul Wilson (20-30 & Patron’s). [Not present Barry Treloar (most used 71-91)] 
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1956 356A Super Porsche      A  LONG RESTORATION 

 
 My first exposure to the 356 scene was when a friend 
bought a 1955 Continental 356 Porsche. It was running when he 
purchased it so we were able to drive it and get used to its look 
and performance. His was the 1500cc air cooled/ rear engine / flat 
four which gave an amazing performance for such a small 
capacity engine. I immediately fell in love with this car and urged 
him to find one for me!! I had never seen a Porsche before even 
though he found his in a car yard in North East Road, in Adelaide. Several days later he rang to 
say he had found a car which would, he thought, fit my request. 
 I rang the owner and made a date to view the car. As I drove to his house and rounded the 
corner on his street I spotted the little red car waiting for me! 
 I test drove the car (there were obvious problems—and some not so obvious) exchanged 
the money and it was mine. I was also able to drive the car home (an unusual thing for me!) 
Following registration I used the car as my daily driver to work in Adelaide. 
  The nomenclature of “356” indicates that this was the design number for the Professor’s 
work as he was primarily a design engineer not a car builder at the time. He also designed water 
pumps, tractors, military hardware during the war and many other projects. 
 Assessment time. What to do first. The gearbox was noisy and there was rust in the 
bottom of the doors and it need a full repaint. The interior was very serviceable. My philosophy 
with cars like this is to leave as much originality as possible. Even though there would be signs of 
wear it tells the story of the car’s previous life.   
 The motor rebuild was the obvious first thing 
and subsequently a transmission rebuild in 
Melbourne, when funds allowed. As the engine is in 
the rear so is the differential and drive shafts the 
same design as the VW, also designed by Professor 
Porsche. The weight distribution for this first Porsche 
had its engine forward of the rear axle line giving 
good driving control. It was an revelation on its first 
release in the late 1940’s, (initially using many VW 
parts) 
  Production cars had the engine behind the 
rear axle line giving alarming handling issues due to 
the pendulum effect on quick cornering, much the 
same issue as the VW, however the VW had half 
the power and were mostly driven more leisurely! 
 As I wanted to clean and de-rust/paint the 
underside I decided to build a rotisserie to allow the 
body shell to be inverted to whatever angle is 
desired. This was particularly useful when I wanted 
to rebuild the front suspension, of course with the 
engine and transmission removed. This allowed me 
to rebuild the torsion bar bushes, upgrade the anti-
roll bar and the front brakes, (these being drums but 
effective when maintained regularly.) 
 The wiring was in a bad way and I found a 
company in the USA who made wiring harnesses for 
many car makes including the 356 Porsche. Problem solved. It came with excellent instructions 
and diagrams and they made it for my right hand steering car. With the harness fitted and the 
underside de-rusted and painted with stone guard paint the car was then fitted with the 
transmission in its normal position. Rear axles and rear brakes were fitted, including new shock 
absorbers.
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 Paint prep then began with small repairs and having the door bottoms finished by Eric 
Lange in Tanunda, the car was back on its wheels. The body was stripped of its previous paint 
back to bare metal, cleaned with methylated spirits and primed immediately to prevent  
corrosion. This was an unpleasant process using 
industrial paint stripper but being a small car it was 
over soon enough. This process is speeded if done 
in the summer months but a heat gun can move 
things along if applied carefully. Finally the paint 
colour was chosen and an experienced friend 
volunteered to paint the car with all four removable 
panels removed which was challenging for the refit. 
 As a nice aside during the paint prep I found 
the four panels (two doors, bonnet and boot) were 
stamped at the factory with the last three digits of the 
body number. This meant that the panels were original from the factory build and belonged to this 
body! 
 After months of detailed work (eg fitting and wiring up instruments, window winder/ glass/ 
rubber seals etc) the engine was refitted (quite a 
quick process and became quicker over time) 
  At last the car could be registered and test 
driven. Suspension alignment (front and rear) was 
required which changed the car handling 
dramatically particularly at cruising speed. 
  It finally was rebuilt after a nine year saga. It 
is not a concourse car which is fine by me. It has 
been driven to Victoria and Canberra for rallies over 
the years and within SA and has proved very 
reliable. A long relationship since 1980. 
 
 It still takes my breath away when I see it in the garage! 
 
Winston Francis 
  
 
 
Load carrying on Historic Registration vehicles 
 
Following some advice received from the Federation of Historic Vehicles and emailed to members 
about NOT carrying loads on vehicles over 4.5 tonnes the issue has been resolved and loads  
CAN BE carried. Please see details in email below that was the final word! (another case of 
misinterpretation by public servants). 

The “Not permitted to Carry Loads” on conditionally registered vehicles with a GMV greater than 
4500kg stems from an apparent misinterpretation of the code by Service SA. After consultation 
with DIT we can state 

         “It would not be inconsistent with the Act to permit a conditionally registered vehicle over 
4500kg GVM to carry a load” 

We would strongly urge clubs to advise their members where applicable, to be prudent in the 
choice of load on their conditionally registered vehicle, i.e. using the vehicle to carrying a historic 
vehicle, tractor or machinery to a display would be in the realms of an applicable load, but doing 
a quick run to the dump or carrying goods for sale to a swap meet may fall outside the terms of 
the conditions of registration. 
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Tractor Pull at Yorke Peninsula Field Days 

 
 Kelvin Stringer was invited to attend the YP Field Days for demonstrations over the 3 days at 
Paskeville by Paul Browning of Agery. Also Trevor Scott from the Antique Caterpillar machinery group 
was invited to give demonstrations with crawlers and tractors. Trevor had 2 tractors that he pulled as well 
and while giving Caterpillar machinery demos.  Tractor pulls were held at the Field Days back in 1977, so 
these two groups were a new attraction for the Field Days for 2021 but with Covid-19 restrictions. Only a 
cap of 5,000 people per day could attend given that normally about 19,000 people attend bi-annually. 
Tickets had to be ordered on line so they would know how many people were going to attend. 
 Kelvin took his Kenworth truck loaded with 3 Deutz 
tractors and a smudge bar which he also made over the last 
twelve months while he made a tractor pulling sled. Kelvin 
came up with the idea as the Mundoora Oval has not being 
used since 2016 season. He thought to have a tractor pulling 
competition at the oval to have as an event to attract people 
to come to Mundoora. So over the last twelve months he 
made his own Sled and a smudge bar to sweep the track 
clear of dirt to make the track level. 
 David Mildren followed Kelvin to the Field Days 
site on Sunday 26th September to take the Mundoora 
Community Progress Association, painted blue and yellow 
sled down on his 45 foot drop deck trailer. Kelvin went 
back on Monday to collect tickets and details from Paul 
Browning. Kelvin had prior to the event had rang some 
chaps from Wakerie to also attend with their tractors for the 
demonstrations. They were that excited to attend and 
brought a caravan to stay overnight. About 14 antique 
tractors which could pull up to 100 hp were being tested for         Kelvin and his Deutz 514 pulling the sled 
the days as Geoff Rowett from Marrabel a new member at 
Kapunda Chapter brought 2 Case tractors over. Bruce Philby 
brought his 2 tractors over from Alford. 
 An early rise to be at the Field day site before 8-30am 
as we could take our vehicle inside the area. Every day we 
experienced different climate conditions as Tuesday it blew 
up dust, Wednesday came out that hot that I got sun burnt and 
Thursday was so cold and it rained that when we came to 
pack up – Kelvin was slipping from the muddy conditions. 
 A chap came up to Kelvin on Tuesday and asked if he          Grant Harvey’s Cat about to have a go 
could have a pull with his higher powered tractor. He said, ‘I will go slow’ but as soon as he was hooked 
up to the sled he roared off too fast and stretched the chain.  So the chain for everyone's pull made a 
clanking noise. Nine links of the chain had to be taken out.  
 Wednesday morning Kelvin was interviewed live to ABC Radio with Angela Smallacombe at the 
YP Field days site. Kelvin put in a good word for NARC as he mentioned that the Club has some rare 
items being owned by members. He mentioned his Barley car and the editor quickly found a picture on 
his phone to show Angela the car in America. Then two ladies came up to Angela to ask where the 
Fashion Parades were being held. Angela replied that we are live on Radio right now and became so 
flustered that she forgot to thank Kelvin for coming over to give the interview.  
 When Kelvin got back to the Tractor Pull site the sled weights were not rolling up while being 
pulled by the competitors. The chaps, in re-achieving the sled put the wrong gear in and broke the clutch. 
They still pulled the sled all day but the weights were not working. When Kelvin got home he fixed the 
clutch to take back for Thursday’s events where everything worked well. 
 Everyone had a great time at the Field Days but Kelvin hardly got around the area to see anything. 
The sled worked well after its teething problems and we hope to have a Tractor Pull at Mundoora as an 
Event in 2022.   
 
Pam Stringer.     
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 Minutes of previous meetings 
 
MEETING – Thursday 14th October 2021 
President welcomed 38 Members and visitors, 12 Apologies. 
Agreed Minutes of previous Meeting be Accepted. 
Correspondence was read and Received. 
Financial Report was presented and Accepted. 
Registrar spoke about the Constitution. 
General Business: 
Membership Application received and Accepted. 
President’s Run – Sunday, 7th November around Port Pirie.  Details in Con Rod. 
Presentation Lunch – Sunday, 5th December at Crystal Brook RSL. Numbers and Menu choice 
required 
Y.P. Field Days had good crowds and good comments received on the Tractor Pull. 
Blyth Tea and Film Night – Thursday 13th January.  Two Sessions - 4 o’clock and 7.30pm. 
Meal provided by Club at 6.00pm.  Numbers will be required.  New Cinema opening on 1st 
January. 
Kapunda’s Day at Swan Reach - Wednesday, 26th January 2022 includes 2 hour River Cruise 
and Barbecue Lunch.  Names required of those interested. 
Next Meeting – Thursday 11th November at Port Broughton. 
Guest Speaker Ian Holt enlightened members on Caving, not all are accessible to Public.   
Showed slides of landscapes and underground, various formations of limestone, salt and crystals  
and the impressive “Madonna” Cave. 
President closed Meeting at 9.35pm. 
 
SPECIAL MEETING – Thursday 11th November 2021 
President welcomed 28 Members and 11 Apologies. 
Agreed Minutes of previous Meeting be Accepted. 
Constitution alterations to 4.2 Life Membership; 
4.2(b) MOVED Allan Pitchers/Jim Puust “Delete ‘as detailed in the Regulations’”     CARRIED 
          Now reads – Any Member may recommend a person for Life Membership by notice in writing to the Committee. 
4.2(c) MOVED John Vugts/Ivan Venning “Delete “n Annual’ “ CARRIED 
     Now reads – A person may be appointed a Life Member only by Special Resolution put to a General Meeting by the Committee. 
Correspondence was read and Received. 
Financial Report was presented and Accepted. 
Registrar advised everything ok. 
Federation Report – DIT has informed that the five year review is NOT scheduled.  We can 
continue to enjoy the scheme as we do now.  Current Conditional Registration in S.A. up to 
October is 34,505 
Check Federation Web site for Events. 
Editor advised photos and stories always required. 
General Business: 
Membership Application received and Accepted. 
President’s Run - 43 had attended. Graham thanked everyone, it was a good day. 
 AGREED a Donation be given to Broughton Plains Heritage Society. 
ANN HAMMAT and DEB SIMS had travelled over 2,000K in Rally.  Won Award for “Best Team”. 
Historic Registration in S.A. is an excellent scheme and should stay as is. 
Blyth Tea and Film Night on Thursday, 13th January. Two sessions 4 o’clock and 7.30pm. 

Meal provided by Club at 6.00p.  Numbers will be required.   
Next Event – Sunday, 5th December at Crystal Brook RSL for Lunch at 12 noon. 
Guest Speaker Allan Ebsary spoke about Farm Clearing Sales and establishing a Web Site. He 
explained On Line Auctions and the various workers around S.A.  Allan showed how Auctions 
work on Screen, showed a Map from where they receive bids over a large area, even from 
Ireland.   
They do not sell but provide a service for Agents. 
President closed Meeting at 9.25pm. 
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The Jeep in pictures  

Taken at Bedford, Nth Borneo, with the 
Australian  9th Division, near the end of the War 
in Pacific. Many of these Soldiers were Rats of 
Tobruk or later Reinforcements. 

What a vehicle they were – helped enormously 
to win the War, everywhere they were used. 
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Medics of the 84th Division as they evacuate 
wounded soldiers in their makeshift 
          Jeep ambulance. 
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A Special Air Service jeep patrol is greeted by its  
commander, Colonel David Stirling, on its return from the  
desert. 18 January 1943. 

 

     That’s a lot of Jeeps  
 

 
Photos supplied by Ian Denton



18      RAAF Workboat restoration Chapter 6  
 continued from July/August Con-Rod 

When you restore something over time that is missing many parts you need to keep an ear 
to the ground and use your networks to find the parts you need. Ebay is a good source for finding 
rare parts but too many people watch American Pickers and other TV shows and think their rusty 
stuff is worth a fortune. Sometimes it is, but most of the time if you are patient you can find a part 
the same as one advertised for thousands on the internet laying in someone’s back yard or shed 
and get it for a reasonable price. 

With feelers out looking for Chrysler motors a friend of mine gave me a phone number of a 
bloke who gave me the number of another bloke and so on. Eventually I found a guy who had a 
Chrysler motor in his shed that had come out of a forklift. He had intended to do it up one day and 
said it was in fair condition for a rebuild. The price was only fifty bucks. I wanted to find a good 
engine block as the one I already had, had water damage and would be expensive to machine but 
for fifty dollars I only needed to use a couple of parts to be of value. 
After we loaded it onto the trailer he mentioned the oil used to go 
milky after a short time of running, not a good sign.   

With the motor in Gordon’s shed the strip down began. The 
next day I received a text message. Good news and bad news. The 
good news is the parts you ordered are here, but the bad news is the 
engine is useless. It has a crack in the block and a couple of loose 
sleeves. 

There are many ways to crack an engine block. The most 
common way is to overheat the engine until most of the coolant boils 
away. Whilst the engine is still hot just add cold water. Most likely 
you may hear a sizzling sound followed by an expensive sounding 
crack. You have just conducted an experiment in rapid expansion 
and contraction and now have an engine block that is now useless 
for the purpose originally intended. 
 At least the process of rebuilding the motor had begun. 
Sometimes you need a trigger like this to kick off the next step.       The crack in the block  
 With the underside painted the next challenge was to turn the hull over and begin work on the 
other side. There were a few things I needed to consider before the big day. Firstly I had to build 
some sort of trolley to remove the boat from the shelter it was under as there wasn’t enough room 
to roll it over under the low roof. I also needed to make another trolley to accommodate the hull 
after it was turned over so I could return it to its 
shelter. The second trolley needed to be as low as 
possible so I could access the topside for working 
on when it was under the shelter. For this I needed 
another trailer axle which I found in my friend 
Bob’s junk yard. It was still attached to an old 
wooden framed caravan that was beyond repair, 
so I went to visit with a carton of stout and a 
reciprocating saw. Finally I needed to cross brace 
the inside of the hull as the stress of rolling it over 
might distort its shape, particularly when it rested 
on its side causing damage to the structure. This I 
did with lengths of timber I salvaged from a            Roll over, you can just see the cross bracing 
building demolition and a bunch of very long wood  
screws. Erecting temporary frames in 3 locations 
inside the hull I cross braced side to side in the 
shape of an X and side to side at deck level. Slings 
were used to lift one side and turn the hull but 
careful not to lift the hull off the ground. Ground 
sheets were used to protect the paint as the hull 
rotated. There was a tense moment as the balance 
point was reached whilst on its side. When at its maximum lift the boat rolled a small distance 
under its own weight from one side of the balance point to the other.    
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Confident that the internal bracing was strong 

enough to protect the hull from distortion I was relieved 
when the slings went from tight to loose and tight again as it 
rolled without a creak or sound. Gently it was lowered until 
there was no load on the slings and the hull rested upright. 

With the hull 
returned to its shelter the 
wheels were removed 
from the trolley and it 
was lowered as close to 
the ground as possible. 

Work could now begin on the plywood deck and the painting of 
the decals on the side. 

Measuring the letters and numbers on the old plywood 
skin they were then drawn and masked on the outside of the 
hull as precisely as possible using the historic photo to verify 

their scale and location. To 
get the roundel as round as 
possible I located the centre 
on the old skin and measured 
the distance from the centre 
to the outer point of the 
colours. I then located as 
accurately as possible the 
position of the centre of the 
roundel on the hull. Using a 
long piece of scrap wood 
(similar to a ruler) at one end 
I used a sharp nail that was 
placed on the centre point 
location as a pivot. At the 
measured locations on the 
scrap wood I located a fine 
point marker. As this tool was 
rotated around the sharp nail 
on the centre point, the 
marker left a perfect circle 
that could be used as a 
masking line. 

With the markings 
painted on the side and the 
deck timbers fitted another 
chapter of the restoration was 
complete and a significant 
milestone reached. The boat 
was now upright for the first 
time in many years and work 
could begin on the final 
stages of the hull restoration. 

With the engine rebuild 
well underway in Gordon’s 
shed my next focus is to 
complete and paint the deck 
and fitting out of the steering 
gear. 
(to be continued) 
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  Please advise editor when your item/s have sold so ad can be deleted. 
     Ad may still be on website when not on this page 
  Ads will only be listed for 2 issues unless otherwise requested. 

 
For Sale 1948  Rover P3 sedan  Project car complete   $4,500 
  Pick up only Port Pirie.  Midge 0409 850 651. 
 
Found A right front door from a mid 1920’s tourer was found on the side of the road  
  between Jamestown and Spalding. See pictures below 
  If you have lost a good original door, contact Merv Robinson, 0417 863 450.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For Sale.  Wooden stock gate frame,  
  with gates. In Very good  
  condition 7 foot 6 or 2.3m  
  by 6 foot 10 or 2.1m Graham 
  Goode 0418 894 304 Clare 
 
 
 
For Sale 1953 Sapphire Mk 1, 4 speed Wilson Pre-
  selector gearbox. Starts and runs well,  
           mechanically sound, no rust or modifications 
  Shows signs of 68 years on exterior  
  paintwork and interior furnishings. All wood 
  grain is in great condition. History of  
  vehicle available. Overall just needs some 
  TLC. On consignment at Collectable  
  Classics or contact Alan Rayner   
    0429 969 966, alan.rayner2011@hotmail.com. 
 
 
For Sale 1937 17HP 4-light Saloon, chassis  
  32694 (below right). Fully restored by  
  Finch Restoration, ivory with green  
  leather interior, quite a rare car, Offers  
  over $50,000, contact John Row at  
  reg.row@rjrinvestments.com.au or  
    0412 044 500.  
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NARC Souvenirs 
Car Badges (cast)      $25.00       Lapel Badges (small)     $5.00 
Teaspoons       $5.00         Embroidered Patch     $5.00 

Coffee Mugs      $15.00 
                      Contact: Beryl Button at a meeting or phone: 8635 2621 
 


